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Motivation

➢ Arctic temperature rise, moisture increase and atmospheric
forcings are essential actors in the Arctic change.
➢ Clouds are modulating the surface energy budget through
local interaction with the surface and regional forcings.
➢ Impact on LW surface radiation budget depends on cloud
properties on the vertical.

➢ How well is the cloudy column LW radiation budget analyzed
in the changing Arctic ?

Motivation
➢ How well satellite observations and reanalysis can help to monitor
longwave radiation change at the surface to get a regionally/locally
representative picture ?

Trend
(W/m2/dec)
CERES (+2)
ERA-I (-3)
BSRN (+4)

➢ Statistical and coincident analysis at the multi-instrumented
Eureka station (Active and Passive sensors)

Data and methods used in this study
Ground-based at Eureka (80°N, 86°W):
➢ Lidar and Radar: Scene classification (Shupe, 2007) and microphysical
properties retrievals (Donovan and Van Lammeren, 2001). Used in RT calculations
with Streamer to get TOA and BOA fluxes
➢ BSRN observations for LW downwelling BOA fluxes
A-Train datasets:
➢ 16 overpasses/month at less than 25 km
➢ CERES for TOA fluxes and BOA (using
MODIS cloud products) with a 20x20km
resolution

➢ CloudSat 2B-FLXHR-LIDAR for fluxes
based on CloudSat-CALIPSO retrievals
ERA-Interim Re-analysis (every 3 hours):
➢ Cloud properties and LW fluxes (BOA and TOA) within a 0.125 x 0.125° grid
(about 2x14 km at Eureka)

Frost contamination in BSRN measurements
Dome cleaning

Evidence of riming or frost covering the
dome and contaminating LW
measurements
Procedure to clean those cases based
on discontinuities in time series,
saturation at 2m wrt ice, tech logs
(thanks to Chris Cox)

➢ About 8% of the dataset are
removed from October to April
➢ Under-representation of clear
sky:
LW is higher by about 1 W/m2
(3.4 W/m2 in winter)

Suspicious
points are
removed

Vertical cloud-type distribution between 2006 and 2010
➢ Satellite datasets and reanalysis miss a large amount
of (low) clouds.
➢ Ground-based miss high
clouds (over opaque clouds)
➢ CloudSat ground clutter
prevents detection below
1km.
➢For MODIS: challenge of passive
retrievals over cold and snow
surface.
➢ ERA-I underestimate clouds below
8km but peaks at 200m above the
ground

Analysis of cloud vertical distribution
Dataset

TOA

BOA

Ground-based Issues with high clouds
lidar+radar
over opaque clouds
expected

Good detection of low
clouds.

CloudSat 2BFLXHR-LIDAR

Good detection of high
clouds

Some issues expected
with low clouds in
multilayered systems

CERES

MODIS cloud analysis, interference with surface
properties

ERA-Interim
BSRN

Representative cloud structure ?
Icing : Need to be carefully analyzed

TOA comparison for 249 coincident measurements
Seasonal departure from CERES

TOA
Look at scene type, optical depth and cloud top altitude to
understand the differences

TOA comparison for 249 coincident measurements
Seasonal departure from CERES as a function of scene type

Good agreement between all datasets except EUR-LR biasing high
clouds (as expected)

BOA comparison for 149 coincident measurements
Seasonal departure from BSRN

BOA
➢ Large seasonal differences amongst datasets
➢ RT calculations from active observations (EUR-LR) are in good agreement
with BSRN (as expected also !)
➢ ERA-I strongly biased positively (coherent with previous findings)
➢ CERES (and to a smaller extent C-C-FLX) negatively biased

BOA comparison for 149 coincident measurements
Seasonal departure from BSRN as a function of scene type

➢ ERA-I bias in clear air (surface temperature)
➢ CERES bias may be attributed to low and thick clouds
➢ not clear what is the cause of bias for C-C-FLX but most probably thick/low
clouds with a smaller extent

Summary from the coincident analysis at Eureka
TOA

BOA

Groundbased
lidar+radar

Very close to CERES.
Some high clouds are
missed

Within 1 W/m2

CloudSat
2B-FLXHRLIDAR
CERES

Small differences with
CERES due in part to
spatial sampling
Used as a reference

Some issues with low and
opaque ice clouds.

ERA-Interim Within 5 W/m2

Bias of -20 W/m2 due to
missed clouds in winter
and autumn
Warmer clouds at surface
cause annual bias of +15
W/m2

Next step: Panarctic study
Satellite observations : cloud structure and radiation changes
Eureka, Barrow, Ny Alesund, Summit
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➢ Large regional disparities (CF, altitude)
➢ More observations are needed over
Central Arctic to combine with satellite to
get better regional estimates

Next step: Panarctic study
Ground stations with cloud detection capabilities
Eureka, Barrow, Ny Alesund, Summit & Arctic Ocean: IAOOS buoys
(ocean-snow-atmosphere; 27 launched so far) and icebreaker
campaigns (MOSAIC 2019-2020 …)

http://iaoos.ipev.fr/

